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The structure generating function of a language numerates the number of 
distinct words contained in the language with respect o their length. Given 
any language generated unambiguously b a grammar with context-free control 
language or generated n-unambiguously b  a state grammar with context-free 
control anguage or generated unambiguously b a tuple grammar with context- 
free control anguage, a method is described which yields a system of equations, 
whose unique solution is the structure generating function. 
1. THE GENERAL RESULT 
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with Kuich (1970). Throughout 
this paper, Z will denote a terminal alphabet, P will denote aset of productions 
and the following definitions will hold: 
(i) C _C P+ andL C £+ are formal anguages; 
(ii) The formal power series 
0 if v¢C,  
r(C) = ~ (r(C),v)v, where @(C),v) = 1 if vcC ,  
v~ p + 
is the characteristic power series of C (Chomsky and Schiitzenberger, 1963); 
* The work of the second author was supported by the University Grants Com- 
mission, India. 
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(iii) The function f ( z )  of the complex variable z
f ( z )  = u(n) 
~=1 
where u(n) is the number of distinct words of length n contained in L is the 
structure generating function ofL (Kuich, 1970); 
(iv) Given a mapping ~b: C-+L a mapping ~ is called structure- 
corresponding to ~b, iff there exists a mapping X: P* ~ No (No denotes the 
nonnegative integers), such that 4 (u)= z x~) for all u ~P*  and X(V) = 
I ~b(v)X for all v E C. The mapping ~ has by linearity a unique extension to a 
mapping (also denoted by 4) from the ring of formal power series into the 
ring of power series of a complex variable with integer coefficients. 
LEMMA 1. Let ¢: C--~ L be a bijective mapping and ¢ a structure- 
corresponding mapping to ~b. Then 
(~(r(C)) = f (z) ,  
wheref(z) is the structure generating function of L. 
Proof. 
C v~C vEC 
= X zl l-f(z). 
w~L 
L~MMA 2. Let ~b: C--* L be a bijective mapping and (~ a structure-corre- 
sponding homomorphism to ~b. Let C be an unambiguous context-free language. 
Then there exists a reduced unambiguous context-free grammar G = ( V, P, R, S) 
generating C, such that (~(uv) va 1, and ~(u) =/= 1 if  S, --~ uSjv and Si --~ u, 
u, v E P*, are productions of G, respectively. 
Proof. Since ~ is a structure-corresponding homomorphism to ~b, there 
exists a homomorphism X, mapping the monoid (P*, ") into (No, +)  such 
that X(V) = [ ~b(v)[ for all v E C. 
+ uSiv with X(UV) = O, St E V --  P, (i) There exists no derivation Si =~a 
u, v e P*. Assume the existence of such a derivation. Then xu~zvny ~ C for 
n /> 0. The word uv must not be E, since G is unambiguous. Hence uv C= E 
and ] ¢(xu~zvny)J = X(xu~zvny) = X(xzy) = ] ¢(xzy)I. Since there are only 
finitely many words of length I ~b(xzy)] in L, there exist nl,  n 2 ~ No, nl ~ n~ 
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and w eL,  I w l=  l¢(xzY)l,  such that ¢(xu' lzvnly) = ¢(xu'~zv"2y) ~- w 
in contradiction to ~b being bijective. 
(ii) Since • ~L, by (i) productions of the form S l ~ uS~v with X(UV) = 0 
and Si ---> u with X(u) = 0, S i ,  S 3 ~ V- -  P, u, v E P*  can be avoided by 
well-known techniques. 
Let G = (V, P, R, S~), V -- P = {S~, $2,. . .  , Sk}, P = {px ..... p~} be a 
reduced unambiguous context-free grammar. Let o~i. ~ ,..., c%% be all the 
elements of V* such that Si --~ ai.~, (1 ~ j ~ mi) is an element of R and 
write the system of formal equations 
S, = c%~ + ... + o%,~, = F~(S x ..... Se ; p~ ,..., pt), (1 ~< i ~< k). 
Let ¢ be a homomorphism from the ring of formal power series into the ring 
of power series of a complex variable with integer coefficients uch that 
¢(uv) =/: 1 if Si ~ uS~v e R and ¢(u) ~ 1 if Si -+ u e R.  
Interpret Si to be formal power series and apply ¢ to the system of formal 
equations. This yields 
y,  = ¢(F , (&  ,..., & ;p~,. . . ,  p,)) 
--~ 17 i(Yl .... , Yk ; Z ,..., z) 
= M, (Y l  ,..-, Yk ; z), (t <~ i <~ k), 
with Yi = ¢(Si) being now complex power series. We call Yi = M~(Yl ,..., 
y~ ; z) the system induced by G and ¢. The Jacobian determinant of this 
system, given by 
(~M1/~yl) - -  1 ..... (~M1/Oy~) ,
J(yx ,..., yk ; z) . . . .  
(OMk/~y~) ..... (aM~/ey~) - -  1 
does not vanish at Y l -  
J(O,..., O; O) = (--1) ~. 
- -y~ =0 and z ~-0  and has the value 
THEOREM. Let ¢: C--+ L be a bijective mapping and ¢ a structure-corre- 
sponding homomorphism to 4. Let G be a reduced unambiguous context-free 
grammar generating C, such that ¢(uv) v~ 1 and ¢(u) v~ 1 i f  S i --+ uSjv  and 
Si --~ u are productions of G, respectively. Let 
yi = M~(Y~ .... , y~ ; z), ( l~<i~<k) ,  
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be the system induced by G and (~. Then this system has a unique analytical 
solution 
Yl = fi(z), f~(0) = 0, (1 ~ i ~ k), 
in a disk with center z = O, and f l (z  ) is the structure generating function of L. 
Proof. Using Lemma l, the Theorem is proved similar to Theorem 2 
of Kuich (1970). 
Notes. (i) The entropy of L can be computed by Theorem 1 of Kuich 
(1970); 
(ii) If G is pseudolinear, the structure generating function of L is a 
rational function (Kuich, 1970, Theorem 4). 
2. APPLICATIONS 
(I) Languages Generated by Grammars with Control Languages (Ginsburg and 
Spanier, 1968) 
Given a phrase structure grammar H = (F, Z', P, T), P C (F -- X)+ × F*, 
let 
¢~ : P*--~ F*, ~aF* ,  
be the mappings defined by ¢~(v) ~ fi iff 
(i) v ~eanda -fi, or 
(ii) v = Pl "'" P~, (t >~ 1), and there exist 71 ,'.., 7~+1 such that 71 = a, 
7t+1 =/3 and 7~ ~L 7i+1 is induced by the productionpi,  (1 ~< i ~< t), where 
=~L denotes leftmost derivation. The mapping ¢~(v) will be undefined if no 
such fi exists. Let Cr be denoted by ¢. Then 
LL(H)  = (v [ ¢(v) = w e Z*} 
is called the left label language of H. By Theorem 2 of Moriya (1973), LL(H)  
is a context-free language. 
Given a language C C LL(H),  the language 
LdH)  = {w I ¢(v) = w, v ~ C) 
is called the language generated by H with control language C. The language 
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Lc(H  ) is generated unambiguously by H with control language C iff the 
restricted mapping 
¢: C-~ Lc(H)  
is bijective. 
LetL  be an c-free language, generated unambiguously by a phrase structure 
grammar H = (F, X, P, T) with unambiguous context-free control 
language C. 
Let ~: F* --~ N o be the homomorphism defined by 7(A) = 0 if A ~ F -- X 
and 7(a) = 1 if a ~ ~, i.e., 7 yields the number of terminal symbols con- 
tained in a word of N*. Let X: P* --~ No be the homomorphism defined by 
x(P)  = ~-(a) i fp is the production 7 --+ c~ of P, 7 ~ (F --  X) +, ~ ~ F*. 
Obviously, X (u )= r (¢~(u)) -  ~(~) holds for all u eP* ,  o~eF* such 
that ~b~(u) is defined. Specializing for c~ -- T, we get ] ¢(v)] = X(v) for all 
v e LL(H). Hence the mapping ¢ defined by ¢(u) = z ~¢~), u e P*, is a 
structure-corresponding homomorphism to ¢ and the Theorem can be 
applied. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let H = ({T1, :/'2, / '3, T4, Ts,  a, b, c}, {a, b, c}, P, T1), 
where P ~{P l :  T I -+ T2T3,P2 : T1--> TaT5 ,P3 : T2 -+aT~b,P ,  : T2-+ ab, 
p~ : T3 --> cT3 , P6 : T~ ---~ c, p 7 : T4---> aT  4 , Ps : T4 -~ a, p9 : Ts--~ bTsc, 
Plo : T5 --+ bc). 
Then LL(H)  = PlPa*P4Ps*Po w P2PT*PsPg*P~o and L(H)  = {a~b'c ml n, 
m >~ 1}w{anb'~c~ln, m >~ 1). 
It is well known thatL(H) is an inherently ambiguous context-free language. 
Take C = PlP3*P4Ps*P6 w {p2pTnpspg~P~o l n, m ~ O, n ~ m}. 
Then Lc(H)  = L(H), but Lc(H  ) is now generated unambiguously by H 
with control anguage C. 
Let a z ({Sz, S~, Sa, Sa, S 5 , S 6 , $7, $8} v P, P, R, $1) , where R : 
{S 1 ~ plpsS2 , 31 ~ p~p~S 3 , SI  --+ P2S4p~o , SI  --+ p2STpxo , S~ -+ p3S2,  
$6 -+ PoSe, So -+ Pg , $7 --> $8S5 , Ss --> P~Ss , Ss --> P7}. Then L( G) : C. 
The system of equations reads 
yl  = z2y2 + z~y~ + z~y~ + z%,  
y2 = z2y2 + z2y3, 
y~ = zy 3 + z, 
Y4 = YsY6, 
y5 = z3y5 + z, 
y6 ~ z2Y~ + zL 
Y7 ~ YsYs,  
Y8 ~ zY8 + z. 
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An easy computation yields the structure generating function fl(z) of Lc(H ) 
to be 
f~(z) = za(1 + 2z + 3z~)/(1 - -  z=)(1 - -  z~). 
(2) State Languages (Kasai, 1970) 
A state grammar is a 6-tuple H ~- (K,/~, 27, P, q0, T) where 
(i) K is a nonempty set of states; 
(ii) -P is an alphabet; 
(iii) 27 C F is an alphabet of terminal symbols, while the elements of 
/" - -  27 are called nonterminal symbols; 
(iv) T~/ ' - -Z ;  
(v) q0 e K; 
(vi) P is a finite set of productions of the form 
(q,A)--~(r,o~), q, reK ,  AeF- -  Z, (x e F+. 
The relation ~ on K × T'* is defined as follows, (n /> 1): (q, fiAT)~ ~ 
(r, 3~7) ie 
(i) 3 contains no nonterminal B, such that (q, B) --~ (r l ,  ~x) E P for 
some r 1 E K, ~1 e/"% and 
(ii) fi contains at most n - -  1 nonterminals, and 
(iii) (q, A) -~ (r, o~) e P. 
The relation =~*'~ is the reflexive and transitive closure of ~ .  
The language of degree ngenerated by H is defined by 
L(H, n) {w e Z* [(qo, T) *~ = => (q, w) for some q E K}. 
A languageL is called a state language of degree n iff there exists a state grammar 
H with L ~ L(H, n). 
Let, for n >/ 1, 
¢(~.~) : P*  --> K × F*, q e K, a e 17", 
be the mappings defined by q~c~.~)(v) = (r, fl) iff 
(i) v =E andr  =q,  fi =% or 
(ii) v = Pl " "P , ,  (t ~ 1), and there exist (ql, 71) ..... (q,+l, Yt+l) such 
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that (ql, ~'1)= (q, 0~), (q'+l, ~]t+l)= (r,/~) and (qi, ~1~)~n (qi~-l, ~]l+l) is 
induced by the productionpz, (1 ~ i ~ t). 
The mapping ~b~*q,~) will be undefined if no such (r,/3) exists. Let ¢(~o.r) be 
denoted by Sn. Then 
LL(H,  n) = {v ] ~b"(v) = w ~ S*} 
is called the left label language of degree n of H. By Lemma 1 of Kasai (1970), 
LL(H,  n) is a context-free language for each n ~ 1. Given a language 
C _C LL(H,  n), the language 
Lc(H, n) = (~ L ¢~(*) = w, ~ ~ c} 
is called the language of degree ngenerated by H with control anguage C. 
The language Lc(H , n) is generated n-unambiguously by H with control 
language C iff the restricted mapping 
¢*': C --> Lc(H , n) 
is bijective. 
Let L be a language, generated n-unambiguously by a state grammar 
H --  (K, /', 27, P, qo, T) with unambiguous context-free control language C. 
Let X: P* --~ No be the homomorphism defined by x(P) = ~-(cQ if p is the 
production (q, A) --~ (r, ~) of P. Obviously I ~b~(v)l ~ X(v), v ~ LL(H, n), 
n ~ 1. Hence the mapping q~ defined by 6(u) = z ~"!, u ~ P*, is a structure- 
corresponding homomorphism to ~b ~ and the Theorem can be applied. 
(3) Tuple Languages (Maurer and Kuich, 1973) 
For completeness we mention that the results given in Kuich and Maurer 
(1971a, 1971b) are special cases of the Theorem. They can be generalized 
in an obvious way to languages generated unambiguously by a tuple grammar 
with unambiguous context-free control language C. 
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